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Abstrat
A phenomenologial QCD quasipartile model provides a means to map lattie QCD results to
regions relevant for a variety of heavy-ion ollision experiments at larger baryon density. We report
on eets of olletives modes and damping on the equation of state.
Strongly interating matter is governed by the fundamental theory of QCD, whih an be solved numer-
ially using Monte-Carlo alulations on the lattie. However, reliable results are still limited to rather
small net baryon densities [1℄. As an alternative approah to obtain thermodynami gross properties
of the quark-gluon plasma, a thermodynami quasipartile model (QPM) inorporating 1-loop QCD in
hard thermal loop (HTL) approximation an be utilized [2, 3, 4, 5℄.
Employing [5℄ the Cornwall-Jakiw-Tomboulis formalism, the entropy density assumes the simple
form of a sum s = sg,T + sg,L + sq,Pt. + sq,Pl. + s
′
over partial entropy density ontributions from
four quasipartile exitations (transverse and longitudinal gluons, quarks and plasminos). The residual
interation term s′ vanishes at 2-loop order for the generating funtional. Individual ontributions read
si ∼ di

d4k()
{piε(ImD−1i )Θ
(
ξiReD
−1
i
)
− arctan
ImΠi
ReD−1i
+ ReDiImΠi
}
, (1)
where

d4k()
represents the onvolution of the parentheses {} with the derivatives of the distribution
funtions with respet to the temperature T , i.e.

d3k

∞
−∞
dω/(2pi)4(∂n
B
/∂T ) for the gluons and

d3k

∞
0
dω/(2pi)4(∂n
F
/∂T +∂nA
F
/∂T ) for quarks and plasminos (supersript A for antipartiles). The
sign onstant ξi is −1 for quasipartiles with real partile interpretation (transverse gluons and quarks)
and +1 for the olletive modes (longitudinal gluons and plasminos). Di (Πi) stands for the propagators
(self-energies) of speies i. From the entropy density, the remaining state variables an be onstruted
in a self-onsistent manner.
To desribe results of lattie QCD alulations at zero hemial potential, a temperature shift is
introdued into the running oupling g2 hanging it to an eetive oupling G2; the parameters of the
oupling (a sale parameter and the temperature shift) are then adjusted to the lattie data.
To obtain the oupling G2 at nonzero hemial potential µ, the self-onsisteny of the model and the
stationarity of the thermodynami potential are employed, leading to a quasilinear partial dierential
equation for the oupling (dubbed ow equation)
aT
∂G2
∂T
+ aµ
∂G2
∂µ
= b (2)
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Figure 1: Saled entropy density s/T 3 (left) and pressure p/T 4 (right) of 2+1 quark avors as funtions of
the saled temperature T/Tc for several values of the quark hemial potential µ. Lattie data (symbols)
for µ = 0 from [6℄. The termination of the urves at T ≤ Tc is at the onjetured transition line to a
onned state, f. [5, 7℄.
with oeients aT,µ and b listed in [5℄. This is the HTL QPM, as the HTL approximation is used for
dispersion relations.
For simplied versions of the HTL QPM, e.g. negleting olletive modes, the solution of the ow
equation leads to ambiguities. It was shown that olletive modes and Landau damping as well as the
use of the momentum-dependent HTL dispersion relations are essential to preserve the self-onsisteny
of the model [7℄. Utilizing the full model, thermodynami gross properties of the quark-gluon plasma
an be obtained. As an example, the entropy density and pressure along lines of onstant hemial
potential are exhibited in Figure 1. From these state quantities, it is possible to provide an equation of
state for present and upoming heavy-ion experiments suh as at RHIC, LHC [8℄, SPS and FAIR. In
partiular at FAIR the baryon density eets overed by our model beome severe.
One author (RS) thanks the organizers of the onferene for support and the opportunity to present
his results.
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